
  
 

A Swiss P produz munições com uso voltado 
para as forças armadas e forças policias. 
Possui um famoso sistema em que diferentes 
munições possuem o mesmo ponto de 

impacto até 100m 
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.338 Lapua Mag.
The calibre .338 Lapua Mag. is very popular with long-distance shooters and widely used 
especially in the military sector. The relatively compact and handy weapon system enables 
effective operative ranges of more than one and a half kilometres under optimal conditions. 
The bullet remains stable over a long distance in the supersonic range and brings accord-
ingly much energy precisely into the target. To be able to avert particular danger situations 
RUAG Ammotec offers various special bullets which are closely matched to each other. Be it 
for the penetration of light armour, precision shots through glass panels or a minimized dan-
ger for the background, the shooters can choose from well thought-out and extensively pro-
ven solutions within the framework of the RUAG SWISS P line.

Weight Description Bullet
type

BC
G1 

Muzzle 
velocity

Term of  
reference

Primer

Ball 16.3 g / 251 gr
Highly accurate full metal jacket round for military 
training and duty

FMJ 0.657 855 m/s * C.I.P.

Target
16.2 g / 250 gr

Round for very best accuracy in training and com-
petition 

HPBT 0.684 865 m/s * C.I.P.

19.4 g / 300 gr Target round optimized for long-range shooting HPBT 0.831 835 m/s * C.I.P.

Styx Action 16.0 g / 247 gr 
High-performance round for excellent stopping  
power due to instantaneous energy deposition  
on soft targets

HPBT 0.433 875 m/s * C.I.P.

Armour Piercing 16.8 g / 260 gr
High-performance round for maximum penetration  
power on hard targets

AP 0.677 850 m/s * C.I.P.

Armour Piercing 
Incendiary

16.9 g / 261 gr
The tungsten carbide core provides maximum  
penetration power, while the titanium tip provides 
incendiary marking

API 0.679 847 m/s * C.I.P.

Tactical 16.2 g / 250 gr
'HFG�ODQENQL@MBD�QNTMC�ENQ�DWBDKKDMS�ÖQRS�GHS� 
probability and terminal effect behind angled glass

SFNBT 0.375 860 m/s * C.I.P.

Subsonic
16.2 g / 250 gr

Cartridge load very close to the sound barrier, but 
without risking a supersonic bang

HPBT 0.650 315 m/s * C.I.P.

19.4 g / 300 gr HPBT 0.739 315 m/s * C.I.P.

* 650 mm barrel

RUAG SWISS P

Quality made in Switzerland
The professional RUAG SWISS P line convinces by its technological perfection down to the 
smallest detail. For best accuracy in training and mission highest quality standards in materials 
and manufacturing processes are required. 160 years of experience, extensive know-how, ex-
pertise and modern production facilities allow us to consistently produce rounds of constant, 
out standing quality. Our products are used by most of the world’s tier one SF and police 
groups. Quality without compromise is what we believe in.

Ammunition for Professionals
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Ball the classic FMJ, designed for military use

Target for match, training or operations

Styx Action deformation bullet for stopping power on
soft targets

Final SR fragmentation bullet for transfer of maximum
Energy

Armour Piercing for hard targets

Armour Piercing  
Incendiary

hit, mark and penetrate

Tactical for targets behind glass/intermittent barriers

Subsonic for suppressed shooting

Subsonic Final to avoid over-penetration

A round for any situation

RUAG SWISS P


